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Summary and outcomes of the Regional Livestock and Pastoralism Forum 
 
 
1. The workshop participants were welcomed by Dr. Cris Muyunda, COMESA Agricultural 

Advisor and Overall CAADP Coordinator in COMESA Region. 
 

2. Participants introduced themselves (see annex Annex 1 lists of participants) 
 
3. Introductory remark was given by COMESA Secretary General at interim (see item number 1 

below for detail). The Secretary General at interim in his remark emphasized the difficulty 
and challenge of freeing the region from livestock diseases given the various constraints that 
the animal health service delivery system is facing. He thus underlined that it is impossible 
for the region to meet the Sanitary and Phyto-Sanitary (SPS) standards put in place and able 
to trade livestock and livestock products. He noted the importance of a Commodity-based 
trade for animal resources as an alternative approach to address this challenge and facilitate 
trade.  

 
The Secretary General at Interim also suggested the importance of developing and 
introducing an insurance trust to enhance the development of the livestock sector.   

 
4. Hon. Albert Mulonga, M.P. Deputy Minister of Agriculture and Cooperative, Government of 

Republic of Zambia, officially opened the meeting (see item number 2 below). The Deputy 
Minister in his remark urged the experts in the sector to come up with appropriate strategies 
and advise the decision makers what decision should be taken to develop the livestock sector.  

 
5. An over view of Comprehensive African Agriculture Development Programme (CAADP) 

was given by Dr. Cris Muyunda. Dr. Muyunda emphasized in his overview about the 
objective of CAADP, discussed the four pillars of CAADP; and the role of COMESA as a 
facilitator of the implementation of CAADP agenda in the region.   

 
6. Mr. Francis Chabari who stepped for Dr. Walter Knausenberger gave an overview of 

Regional Enhanced Livelihoods in Pastoralists Areas (RELPA). RELPA is one of the 
CAADP early action activities; see item number 3 for detail. 

 
7. The objective the Regional Livestock and Pastoralism Forum and its linkage to the CAADP 

pillar III were presented by Dr. Angel E. Daka (see item 4 below presentation by Dr. Daka). 
 
8. Mr. Yacob Aklilu, Senior Livestock marketing and trade specialist presented a paper 

prepared by Gavin Thomson on Commodity-based approach to facilitate livestock and 
livestock-products marketing. The presentation focuses on Veterinary challenges specifically 
the challenges posed by Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) for beef industry in Sub-Saharan 
Africa to access market. See item number 5 for detail of the presentation.   

 
9. How livestock and Pastoralism development can be integrated into the four CAADP pillars 

was presented by Dr. Dawit Abebe. Dr. Dawit’s presentation highlighted the role of livestock 
and pastoralism in food security and poverty reduction; the different challenges constraining 
development of the sector and how these can be addressed through CAADP framework. See 
item 6 for detail of the presentation.   
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10. Outcome of the meeting: 
 

•  Constituting and  launching the Regional Livestock and Pastoralism Forum (RLPF)   
 
The meeting has endorsed the objective and Terms of Reference of the Regional 
Livestock and Pastoralism Forum as detailed in the COMESA RLPF briefing paper 
(see annex 2). The meeting has identified and endorsed the forum members which 
include: 
 

 
 
 
 
It was agreed that the core group of the forum should be small and manageable and 
therefore, the composition of the forum could vary according to the topic of a 
particular forum meeting. Other stakeholders not included in the list above and 
development partners dealing with or experienced on the topic of a particular forum 
meeting would be invited as appropriate. 

       
      Specific agendas for the fourth coming meetings of the forum will be prepared by the 

convener of the forum (COMESA) in consultation with the forum members.  Some of the 
agendas proposed during this meeting include: 

• Pastoralism and policy issues in COMESA Region 
• Harmonization of Animal Health delivery system in COMESA Region  
• Harmonization of SPS for Livestock and Livestock Products marketing in COMESA 

Region. 
 
The time frame for the forthcoming meetings of the forum will be decided taking into 
consideration timetable for the COMESA policy making organ meetings, so as policy 
recommendations from the RLPF will be presented to the COMESA policy organs for 
decision.   

 
• The Commodity-based approach for animal resources:   

REGIONAL LIVESTOCK AND PASTORALISM  
FORUM MEMBERS 

 
• COMESA Secretariat  (Chair) 
• FAO/IGAD/Pro-Poor Livestock Initiative (Co-Chair) 
• ASERECA 
• FANRAPAN 
• East African Community 
• AU/IBAR 
• Government of Ethiopia (CAADP Focal Point) 
• Government of Kenya (CAADP Focal Point) 
• Representatives of livestock and pastoralism associations  
• East African Farmers Association 
• Southern African Farmers Association 
• GART 
• SADAC 
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The presentation highlighted how animal disease particularly Foot and Mouth 
(FMD) limits access to market and inability of most African countries to comply 
with international trade standards (SPS requirements) due to poor capacity to 
provide credible assurance of safety.  The advantage and limitation of the various 
livestock and livestock products export approaches such as ‘disease free zone, 
compartmentalization and Commodity-based Trade” have been discussed. The 
meeting appreciated the importance of CBT approach to facilitate access of poor 
livestock producers to market given the high cost of maintaining disease free zone. 
The meeting fully endorsed the ‘Commodity-based Trade” approach to improve 
market access to livestock resources. The forum decided to work with other 
stakeholders to influence inclusion of ‘CBT’ approach in OIE and WTO standards.  

 
 

•  Mainstreaming Livestock and Pastoralism into CAADP Pillars: 
 
The meeting appreciated the role of livestock and pastoralism providing sustainable 
livelihood for millions of poor people in COMESA region. It was agreed and 
decided that a due attention should be give to the development of the sector through 
addressing the constraints and challenges through the CAADP framework.   

 
 

11. Closure of the meeting 
 
The meting was closed by Dr. Chungu Muwila, Director of Investment Promotion and 
Privet Sector Development, COMESA Secretariat. Dr. Muwila underlined in his speech 
that livestock is an important sector contributing to food security and poverty reduction in 
the region.  However, he said, the resources has not been properly taped due to lack of 
attention to invest and develop sector.  He noted the importance of the Livestock and 
Pastoralism Forum as an instrument to bring out issues affecting the development of the 
sector and to make the necessary policy and strategy recommendations. 
 
Dr. Muwila finally thanked the participants for their active participation and attendance 
and successful achievement of the workshop objectives. 
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1. REMARKS BY COMESA SECRETARY GENERAL AT INTREM, MR. 
SINDISO NGWENYA. 

 
 
Mr. Chairman, 

Honourable Albert Mulonga, M.P. Deputy Minister of Agriculture and Cooperatives of the 

Republic of Zambia, 

Visiting Government Officials from COMESA Member States, 

Representatives of Cooperating Partners, 

Representatives of the Media, 

Livestock farmers and pastoralists here present, 

Distinguished Ladies and gentlemen. 
 

It is with a sense of deep gratitude and pleasure to have this opportunity to welcome you 
Honourable Minister and all delegates to this first COMESA Livestock and Pastoralism 
Forum.  
 
Indeed, I would like to thank you Honourable Minister for coming to officiate at this 
important meeting and for your commitment to COMESA programmes in general.  
 
Today’s meeting is aimed at obtaining stakeholder views on modalities for developing 
the livestock and pastoralist sub sectors within the context of the Comprehensive Africa 
Agricultural Development Programme (CAADP) which COMESA is mandated by the 
AU to implement. 
 
Mr. Chairman, Hon. Minister, Ladies and gentlemen; 
 

At the COMESA Agriculture Ministers Meeting held in March 2008 in Mahe-Seychelles, 

Ministers urged all Member States and Development Partners to work in collaboration 

with the COMESA Secretariat to implement the decisions of the “Victoria Declaration on 

Agriculture.” Among the key decisions of the declaration was the need for that the region 

needed to do more work to facilitate livestock and livestock products trade within and 

outside COMESA.  

 

Further, during the Seychelles Ministerial on Agriculture, three regional referral 

laboratories for Sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measures to facilitate trade were 

designated as follows: 
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1. The Food Technology Laboratory of Mauritius for Food Safety,  

2. The Plant Health Laboratory at the Kenya Plant Health 

Inspectorate Service (KEPHIS) Plant Quarantine Station in 

Nairobi, Kenya, for Plant Health, and 

3. The Veterinary Laboratory at the Central Veterinary Research 

Institute in Lusaka, Zambia, for Animal Health. 
 

Mr. Chairman, 
 

These designations imply that the region is keen to promote safe trade in all agricultural 

products, including animal products. 
 

Mr. Chairman, 

Honourable Minister,  
 

COMESA is fully aware of the important role the livestock sector and pastoral 

communities play in contributing to food security and incomes of our rural sector. In this 

regard, we have made sure that issues of livestock production and productivity as well as 

the welfare of pastoral communities are attended to under the Food/Nutrition Security 

Pillar of CAADP.  The Regional Enhanced Livelihoods in Pastoralists Areas (RELPA) 

programme which has facilitated this Forum is start-up early action project supported by 

USAIDF/East Africa under CAADP.  Over the next few years, we will work to expand 

this program and attract other cooperating partners, foundations, the private sector and 

interested stakeholders to join us in a more expanded livestock development and pastoral 

communities support agenda. 

 

Honourable Minister, 

Let me now take this opportunity to invite you to officially open this first ever Regional 
Livestock and Pastoralism Forum in COMESA. 
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2. OFFICIAL OPENING SPEECH BY THE DEPUTY MINISTER OF 
AGRICULTURE AND COOPERATIVES of THE REPUBLIC OF ZAMBIA, 
HONOURABLE SARAH SAIFWANDA, MP 
 

Mr. Chairman, 

The acting Secretary General of COMESA, 

Visiting Government Officials from COMESA Member States, 

Representatives of Cooperating Partners, 

Representatives of the Media, 

Livestock farmers and pastoralists here present, 

Distinguished Ladies and gentlemen. 

 

First of all, I would like to warmly welcome you all to Zambia - the home of the 

COMESA secretariat. 

 

Mr. Chairman, 

 

It gives me great pleasure to be honored to officiate at this important gathering: the first 

Regional workshop on Livestock and Pastoralism Forum for the COMESA Region.  

 

Distinguished Participants, 

 

I am reliably informed that this workshop aims at: 

 

(a) raising the awareness of livestock and pastoralism as an important sector in 

agricultural development under the Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development 

Programme (CAADP) in the COMESA region,  

(b) setting up a regional consultative forum involving all stakeholders in livestock 

production and trade issues,  

(c) discussing appropriate modalities for marketing livestock and livestock products 

within the region and to international markets, and  
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(c) to develop an agenda for policy development in livestock and pastoralism.  

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

We in Zambia, like our fellow member States within the COMESA grouping, have fully 

bought into the aggressive CAADP agenda which seeks to comprehensively develop the 

agricultural sector to obtain a sustain sector growth rate of 6% per year up to the year 

2015.  This in order to ensure that we are on target to attaining the Millennium 

Development Goal Number 1: reducing hunger and poverty by 50% by the year 2015.  In 

this regard, the livestock and pastoral sector is an integral part of our development thrust. 

 

Mr. Chairman, 

In the face of rising food prices, it is vital that we seek to increase agricultural production 

all round in order to achieve national, regional and continental food security.  This is the 

objective of Pillar III of the CAADP agenda – “increasing food supplies, cutting hunger 

and responding to short-term, medium-term and long-term food crises.” 

 

Mr. Chairman, 

I am pleased to note that the COMESA pillar III early action,  the Regional Enhanced 

Livelihoods in Pastoralists Areas (RELPA) program focuses on the development of the 

livestock sector, improving the welfare of pastoralists and seeking to strengthen policy 

intervenes for the sector. 

 

Mr. Chairman, 

I need not over-emphasize that agriculture is the main engine for poverty reduction and 

economic growth in the region.  Further, through enhanced trade in livestock, crops and 

livestock products, agriculture is a significant contributor to regional integration.  

 

Mr. Chairman, 
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There is no doubt that livestock and pastoralism development are strategic in achieving 

food security given the major role livestock plays in coping with hunger and malnutrition 

when crop production fails.  

 

The COMESA region has the largest livestock population in Africa having a combined 

cattle, goats, sheep and camel population of about 345 million.  Ethiopia, Sudan, Kenya, 

Egypt, Uganda, Zambia and many other member States all have significant livestock 

populations and considerable sizes of pastoral communities. Yet, despite these large 

numbers of livestock, particularly in our pastoral areas, pastoralists and livestock owners 

in the region live in extreme poverty. 

 

Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

In order to address the issues of poverty reduction through livestock and pastoralism 

development, I would urge this august house to lay a foundation for policies that will 

enhance livestock production, trade of livestock and livestock commodities across 

borders and integrate sustainable practices for raising livestock in our farming systems. 

Therefore appropriate investments and development interventions, particularly in arid and 

semi-arid dry-lands of the COMESA region are a pre-requisite to achieving the set 

poverty reduction agenda under CAADP. 

 

Secretary General, 

Distinguished ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

I urge this meeting to constitute a team of dedicated men and women who will comprise 

the “COMESA Livestock Forum” that should meet at regular intervals to continuously 

provide guidance on issues related to production, marketing, disease control and 

standards within the region and internationally.  

 

Mr. Chairman, 
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There is no doubt that increased production and marketing of livestock and livestock 

products through commodity-based approach will certainly help increase household, 

national and regional food security. 

 

We are therefore most grateful to the United States Government for having partnered the 

COMESA region in establishing the REPLA Livestock initiative.  We look forward to an 

expansion of this program and call upon other development partners to join us in our 

effort to improve the productivity of the livestock sector and the welfare of our pastoral 

communities. 

 

Mr. Chairman, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

I wish you a most successful workshop and we look forward to resolutions which will 

assist the region to map a clearer way forward for our livestock and pastoral sector. It is 

now my singular privilege and pleasure to declare this workshop officially open. 

 

I thank you.  
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3. OVERVIEW OF REGIONAL ENHANCED LIVELIHOOD IN PASTORALIST 
AREAS, BY WALTER KNAUSENBERGER. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Regional Enhanced 
Livelihoods in Pastoral 

Areas (RELPA) Program:
Famine Prevention Fund 

An Overview
Notes by Dr Walter Knausenberger, USAID-

EA
Presented by Francis Chabari, PACAPS

May 21, 2008

International Disaster Famine 
Assistance (IDFA) account of the 

USG
• Famine Prevention Funds: to “break the 

cycle of famine”
• FPF intended to:

– Validate promising potential solutions to 
chronic vulnerability

– Be innovative and catalytic, while flexible
– Leverage resources of other partners
– Promote institutional and policy reform to 

stimulate growth
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Geographical Context: GHoA
• “Mandera Triangle”: epicenter of most recent 

drought & flood emergencies in Horn of Africa 
• The region characterized by low levels of 

household income and capital base
• Relies heavily on emergency assistance 
• The region is highly marginalized and not 

integrated to the national economic  systems
• Population highly vulnerable to shocks like 

droughts and famine- epicenter of famine and 
drought

• Region wracked by conflicts - clan based, 
resources based, etc.
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Facts for Thought :  Pastoralist 
Population in Horn of African 

Countries

Country Population Pastoralist 
Population

Ethiopia 75,000,000 8,000,000
Somalia 8,000,000 5,000,000
Kenya 42,000,000 4,500,000

Djibouti 450,000 90,000

Total 125,450,000 17,590,000

Pastoral systems: economically viable?
• Pastoralism is the most economically viable 

production system for the drylands of HOA, and the 
most environmentally sustainable management system. 

• The root of drylands poverty and vulnerability seems 
to be the adherence to the disproved notion that there is 
a modern alternative that can replace pastoralism.

• Mobile pastoralist systems are 3 to 10 times more 
productive than ranching systems in the drylands.

• In Kenya, over 60% of the national livestock herd is held 
by pastoralists: this livestock herd produces 10% of 
GDP and 50% of agricultural GDP. 

• The pastoral herd has an estimated value of $6 to 7 
billion dollars (Republic of Kenya, 2002). 

• Forward and backward linkages– a multiplier of 1.8 is 
sometimes used to estimate the real value of livestock 
production to the economy.
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Pastoral systems: economically 
viable-2

• Most dryland ecosystems are ecologically grazing-dependent, 
and a reduction of mobility or exclusion of grazers results in a
drastic drop in ecosystem health and stability.

• That there is poverty and vulnerability in the drylands is beyond 
doubt. But it is wrong to think that this is due to the weakness of 
the pastoral production system. 

• Alternatives to pastoralism, far from making things better, can 
exacerbate poverty and vulnerability and degrade the natural 
resource base. 

• Needed are economic activities that are complementary to 
pastoralism – which enhance pastoral mobility, diversify the 
livelihood portfolio and offer exit strategies for those leaving the 
system

• Little has been done to enhance the pastoral production system
and most money has been spent on trying to substitute it. 

• This is a major root of pastoral poverty and vulnerability.

Focus of RELPA efforts in target area

• Bridging the gap between emergency relief and 
development assistance, 

• Establish viable pastoralist and alternative 
livelihoods*,

• Enhancement of livelihoods options to reduce 
vulnerability and destitution in pastoral regions, 

• Improving livestock production and marketing,
• Improving natural resource management, 
• Strengthening civil governance and conflict 

mitigation, 
• Promoting local, national, regional and international 

policies beneficial to pastoral areas
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RELPA Program Activity Areas
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A. COMESA Secretariat:  Regional Policy Engagement
CAADP Pillar 3: Vulnerable Pastoral Populations, Food Security

B. Pastoral Areas Coordination, Analysis and Policy Support 

Conflict                                               
Mitigation

Coordination 
& Analysis

Early 
Warning & 
Response

Livestock 
Trade

Ethiopia Somalia

D. Recovery to Enhanced 
Livelihoods: OFDA

C. Enhanced Livelihoods in
Mandera Triangle: ELMT

Pillar 3  Coord./ 
Livestock Advisor

CAADP Roundtable 
Process -- Kenya 

Sustainable Livelihoods 
in Mandera Triangle

CAADP Roundtable 
Process -- Ethiopia

Kenya

Natural Assets

Social
Assets

Human 
Assets

Financial 
Assets

Physical 
Assets

RELPA Program Implementation

• USAID/East Africa regional mission, with the three 
bilateral Missions Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, and 
grantees, contractors and national and regional 
partners, in collaboration with COMESA and CAADP

• RELPA consists of four complementary and 
coordinated activities, each with their own 
subcomponents. 

• Bulk of the interventions and three quarters of the 
total funding will support direct initiatives that save 
and enhance livelihoods in the region of Ethiopia, 
Kenya, and Somalia known as the Mandera
Triangle. 
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Pastoral Areas Coordination, Analysis, 
and Policy Support activity (PACAPS)

• Regional Coordination, Analysis and Policy Support

• The Regional Livestock Trade component

• Regional Early Warning component

• Regional Conflict Prevention and Mitigation

NEPAD Comprehensive African Agricultural 
Development Program (CAADP)

• COMESA is the regional economic community taking 
lead for  regional implementation of the African Union 
and NEPAD CAADP. 

• Will increase the regional approach and sustainability, as 
well as to leverage other donor resources; 

• Will align national, donor, and private resources around 
common policies and programs that promote the 
diversification and sustainability of pastoral area peoples’
livelihoods.

• Will address barriers to livestock trade, integrate various 
country-specific and regional early warning and market 
information systems, and assist pastoral groups in having 
an “economic voice” in the region
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COMESA’s CAADP framework

Investment Division
(Chungu Mwila)

Lead Coordinator
CAADP

(Cris Muyunda)

Pillar 1
Sustainable land 
management & 
water control 

systems; 
(possible Dep. 

Coord. from 
World Bank)

Pillar 2
Rural 

infrastructure & 
trade capacities 

for market 
access

Country Process
Deputy Coordinator

(W. Otim-Nape)

Pillar 3
Food Security, 

Vulnerable 
Populations 
(Dep. Coord.
from RELPA)

Country 
Coordinators

Pillar 4
Ag Research

(supported by, 
at ASARECA)

RELPA
Regional Coordination 

& Analysis, lessons 
learned, policy options, 

technical assistance

Enhanced Livelihoods in the Mandera
Triangle activity

• Strengthen livestock-based and alternative 
livelihoods in the tri-state Mandera Triangle region 

• Implemented by consortia of proven organizations 
with experience in on-the-ground livelihoods 
programs in the region 

• approximately a 33:33:33 split between Ethiopia, 
Kenya and Somalia, respectively.

• Regional value-added sought
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RELPA seeks to synergize & complement:

• Investments of national governments, and the Regional 
Economic Commissions, esp. COMESA & CAADP;

• Programs funded by other USAID units and by bilateral 
donors;

• Programs supported by multilateral donors in Kenya,  
Ethiopia and Somalia;

• Pertinent IGAD initiatives, e.g., CEWARN, Pro-poor 
Livestock Policy Program (FAO implemented);

• Programs of the many NGOs, PVOs;
• Other regional initiatives, e.g., UNOCHA Pastoral 

Communications Initiative, World Initiative for 
Sustainable Pastoralism, FAO ALIVE/LEAD;

• FEWSNet, FSAU, ECHO, etc.;
• Private entrepreneurs, traders;
• microfinance and microenterprise initiatives; and 
• ICT telecommunications initiatives in the region.

Cross-cutting considerations

• Allow for “crisis-modifier” – ability to rapidly shift 
resources in response to emerging crisis

• Forge links with systems for adult education and skills 
training, to provide members of partner organizations 
with basic business development skills 

• Rural media mobilized to communicate messages 
throughout Mandera Triangle pastoralist region;

• Improved capacity of community based organizations to 
deliver services, foster diversified economic activities, as 
well as mitigate conflicts 
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 Cross-cutting considerations

• Allow for “crisis-modifier” – ability to rapidly shift 
resources in response to emerging crisis

• Forge links with systems for adult education and skills 
training, to provide members of partner organizations 
with basic business development skills 

• Rural media mobilized to communicate messages 
throughout Mandera Triangle pastoralist region;

• Improved capacity of community based organizations to 
deliver services, foster diversified economic activities, as 
well as mitigate conflicts 

Conflict Prevention, Mitigation and 
Response sub-Activity (MSI/Pact/PA)

• Awarded separately from PACAPS in February 2007, for 18-months.
• Major output to date is a study entitled “Mandera Triangle Baseline 

Assessment: RELPA Regional Conflict Prevention and Mitigation.”
• Tasks to be performed by PACT for RELPA include:

– Task 1.  Baseline CPMR Sensitivity Assessment in GMT.
– Task 2.  CPMR Training & Skill building which would include (a) 

training needs assessment, (b) discuss with RELPA about how 
to “roll out” training, and (c)  do a “training of trainers” to 
“magnify” outcomes.  

– Task 3.  Networking of RELPA partners for information sharing, 
lessons learned and best practices in conflict sensitive service
delivery.

– Task 4.  Partnership strengthening between RELPA partners 
and existing peace committees and local government structures

– Task 5.  Supporting joint planning and implementation for 
improved coverage and coordination.
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Greater Mandera Triangle Baseline 
Assessment by MSI/Pact/Practical Action

• Guidelines on Conflict-sensitive programming

• Without addressing major underlying causes of instability, 
limited progress in improved livelihoods or social services is 
possible

• Local actors are determined to take up challenge

• Civil institutions in GMT are typically:
– weak, compromised, and/or have no true constituency

• Sharpen strategic choices:
– Work  around conflict [treat as impediment to be avoided]
– Work in conflict [recognize link, try to mitigate risks]
– Work on or with  conflict [seek to positively alter dynamics]

Livestock and Wildlife in Harmony? 
Il Ngwesi Community Conservancy

ThankYou
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4. COMESA REGIONAL LIVESTOCK AND PASTORALISM FORUM: 
OBJECTIVES, BY DR. Angel E. Daka 

 

REGIONAL LIVESTOCK AND PASTORALISM  FORUM 
(RLPF)

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES & FIT INTO THE FOOD & 
NUTRITION SECURITY PILLAR III CONTINENTAL FRAMEWORK

By

ANGEL ELIAS DAKA (PhD)
COORDINATOR PILLAR III/FOOD AND NUTRITION SECURITY ADVISOR

Objectives
RLPF ‐Workshop

1. Raising the awareness of livestock 
and Pastoralism as an important 
sector in Agriculture development 
under the Comprehensive Africa 
Agriculture Development Programme 
(CAADP) in the COMESA region.

2. Setting up a regional consultative 
forum involving all stakeholders in 
livestock production and trade issues 

3. to develop an agenda for policy 
development in livestock and 
Pastoralism

4. COMESA identified ‘Commodity‐
based trade / competitiveness / 
value addition in the livestock sector’
as a point of discussion for the first 
meeting

FAFS‐ CONTINENTAL

1. Increased supply of affordable 
commodities through increased 
production and improved market 
linkages

2. Improved risk management: at the 
household, community, national and 
regional levels to inform decisions that 
ultimately impact the building and 
protection. 

3. Increased economic opportunities for 
the vulnerable: Identifying potential 
opportunities for diversification of 
livelihoods.

4. Increased quality of diets through 
diversification of food among the target 
groups (.While investment in increasing 
the production of staple foods will have 
an immediate, significant, impact on the 
poor, increasing the ability of the poor 
to access sufficient protein and 
micronutrients through varied, 
nutritious diets is necessary to ensure 
sustainable gains in the battle against 
poverty, hunger and malnutrition.   
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Linking results to the overall goals of CAADP 
and MDGs for poverty and hunger

• Developing a regional or country‐level Pillar III 
strategy entails the following 6 steps:

– Identify the chronically food insecure and those vulnerable to 
chronic food insecurity

– Estimate the magnitude of change required to achieve the 
Pillar III vision and objectives of CAADP;

– Create an inventory and identify options to achieve the 
objectives of the vision;

– Prioritize interventions and costing options to focus on the 
best returns for an investment plan;

– Review of implementation options, roles, responsibilities and 
coordination; and 

– Finalize and package an integrated programme for 
implementation

WORKSHOP  OUTCOMES

1. It is expected that the meeting will deliberate and 
recommend on policy and strategy options to facilitate 
livestock and livestock marketing  in the COMESA region.

2. Formation of a Regional Forum for Livestock and 
Pastoralism Development in COMESA.

3. Consideration of an implementation strategy on 

the recommendations made by the Ministers of  
Agriculture in Seychelles
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THANK YOU 
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5. COMMODITY-BASED TRADE APPROACH IN ANIMAL RESOURCES BY 
YACOB AKLILU 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• FMD & access of African beef to international markets 
− Should FMD be a big deal (esp. SAT-types)?

• Peculiarities of FMD in s-S Africa 
• Technical aspects that underlie market access:

Zonation
Compartmentalisation
Beef as a tradable commodity

Bone-in beef
De-boned
Processed

• Beef exports & the wildlife/biodiversity
• conservation conundrum

Outline of presentation 

Veterinary challenges for s-SA: 
The case of FMD

Foot & mouth disease (FMD) and market 
access: Challenges for the beef industry in 

Sub-Saharan Africa

COMESA Workshop, Lusaka: 21May 2008

Prepared by
Gavin Thomson 

and
Presented by Yacob Aklilu
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• Is it possible to devise systems, other than 
‘freedom from FMD’, that would ensure 
safe (animal & human pathogens) export 

of beef from s-s African countries where FMD is 
endemic to high value markets?

Probably ‘yes’
• What it would take to ‘sell’ such systems to 

importers & relevant authorities in high-
value markets (i.e. achieve international 
acceptability)?

Outline of presentation 
(cont)

Why should FMD be such a big                    
deal?

• There is no rational reason!
– It’s not a zoonosis;
– It’s not commonly a highly lethal infection of animals;
– Control measures are available
− A ‘manufactured plague’ (Woods, 2004)?

• On the other hand: 
− FMD can spread very rapidly (not usually in s-SA!)
− Can severely influence the economics of intensive 

livestock production
− The international community has developed an 

hysterical fear of FMD based on import bans & 
counter-bans (a ridiculous situation!)    
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Why should FMD be such a big    
deal? (cont.)

• Powerful trading nations & blocks have spent a lot 
of time, effort & money on eradicating FMD
– They consequently don’t want to re-import it

• The possibility of FMD eradication from 
sub-Saharan Africa (s-SA) is more 
difficult than in other regions of the 
world (actually impossible!)

– Should we not therefore not consider other 
options for achieving reasonable market 
access for beef produced in s-SA?

• The viruses involved are different (SAT types)
greater heterogeneity than Eurasian 

types (complicates vaccine-based 
control)

they do not seem to spread effectively 
in an intercontinental sense (have 
never spread to Europe, Asia or the 
Americas – Kitching, 2006) 

• Maintenance of infection by wildlife 
(epidemiologically unique) greatly 
complicates control in s-SA

Unique features of FMD in 
s-SA
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SAT virus types

• Uniquely adapted to persistence in African buffalo (Syncerus
caffer) populations
– other types may infect buffalo but do not seem to persist

• Therefore, in general, where buffalo occur in southern Africa, SAT-
type viruses are also present   

• Experience has shown that buffalo populations harbouring SAT-
type viruses provide a source of infection for other cloven-hoofed 
species in the vicinity
– However, this transmission is inefficient − occurs in a minority of 

cases!

The southern African FMD 
triangle

FMD in cattleFMD in antelope

Sub-clinical infection of 
buffalo
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Example: SAT2
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so far
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SADC FMD Project

Relationships between FMD 
viruses currently prevalent

 

Angola

Namibia

South Africa

Botswana

Zimbabwe

Zambia Mozambique

Malawi

Topotype I

Topotype IV

Topotype II

Topotype III

What’s a topotype?

A genotype with 
a distinct 
geographical 
distribution

SAT3 topotypes
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Market access for beef −
zonation

• Zones free from FMD − without vaccination − is the historic basis for 
exports of beef from southern Africa

• Issues to consider in this context:
– Obtaining recognition of zones free from FMD is logistically difficult, v 

expensive & socially disruptive (e.g. northern Namibia & Ngamiland)

The practicalities & technical constraints frequently under-estimated by 
countries in s-SA 

– Freedom from FMD ‘with vaccination’ also possible (so far not used in 
southern Africa but applied in S America)

Admittedly: technical difficulties related to purity of SAT-antigens used in the 
Region & sensitivity of NSP tests for SAT-type viruses (therefore an area 
where effort is required!)

What about compartmentalisation?

• Relatively new concept for creation of animal production 
establishments/properties (need not be geographically contiguous) based 
on integrated bio-security systems

• Although this holds potential for creation of FMD-free production chains, 
likely to benefit vertically integrated (sophisticated) business enterprises 
preferentially

• However, recently the OIE’s SCAD ruled that compartmentalisation should 
not be applicable in the case of FMD

– Scientifically dubious; but a problem nevertheless!

• Further problem: There is little clarity as to how compartmentalisation will be 
applied in practise  
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Country Y

Feed 
production

Feed-lots

Abattoir & meat 
processing plant

Compartmentalization

Animal supp.

Compartmentalized, i.e. bio-secure, 
beef production chain

Lets consider beef as a       
commodity  

• Beef’s potential for spreading FMD is low!

• Why?

– Bovine muscle contains low concentrations of virus even when derived 
from viraemic cattle (European Commission study 1986; personal 
observation with SAT viruses)

– Maturation of beef (post mortem decline in pH), lowers virus levels 
still further 

– Lymph nodes and bone marrow (not subject to pH change) are 
exceptions (Henderson & Brooksby, 1948!) 

• Greatest risk – beef fed to pigs
– But 105 TCID50 required to infect pigs by oral route (Donaldson 1997) −

a pig would therefore need to ingest >10 kg FMD-infected beef to 
develop FMD!
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Lets consider beef (cont.)  

• Analysis of origin of 37 FMD outbreaks that occurred in EU (1985-
2006 — Valarcher et al., 2008) showed:

– No outbreaks due to SAT-type viruses (all 4 Eurasian types implicated)

– In 22 instances origin could not be determined

– One outbreak shown to be related to import of bone-in beef (Albania 
1996 – import permit was for de-boned beef [Leforban, pers. com., 
1997)

• I am unaware of any outbreak in the world being traced to de-
boned beef!

Lets consider beef (cont.)  

• So de-boned beef from which lymph nodes have been removed is a 
low-risk product

– qualification for ALOP [appropriate level of protection]?

– will likely depend on credible quality control, auditing & certification of 
production plants (a big issue!) 

• Beef also has low risk i.r.o. other pathogens:

– e.g. CBPP, RVF, rinderpest, CCHF (discussion paper submitted to OIE by 
DEFRA/DFID in 2007) 

• In reality, if de-boned beef is produced from healthy cattle by 
processes that accord with internationally accepted principles of food 
safety it holds negligible risk for any importer whatever the 
classification of the area of production  
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The commodity approach presents two important practical 
advantages

Processing commodities 
derived from animals offers 
possibilities for ensuring 
biologically safe products 
for export while adding 
value (beneficiation) to the 
product and associated 
employment creation near 
the site of production

Lets consider beef (cont.)  

• If these statements are correct, why the hang-up over freedom from 
FMD of countries, zones & compartments where trade in de-boned 
beef is concerned?  

– Conditioned thinking?

• Furthermore, if beef is processed in ways that decrease risk of 
disease transmission even further, there cannot be opposition to its 
acceptability from a trade perspective 
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TFCAs & market 
access for beef
• Expanding TFCAs will 
affect country 
classification in respect 
of FMD 

• At present there is 
incompatibility between 
expanding TFCAs & 
aspirations for access to 
beef markets in a number 
of s-SA countries

• Commodity approach 
provides an opportunity 
for addressing the 
conundrum 

How?  

• In principle, everything that applies to beef applies equally to
venison

• Therefore, a commodity approach to both beef and venison opens the 
possibility of integrating beef production and consumptive utilisation
of wildlife
– An ideal aspired to for decades! 

• However, to date little attention has been paid to this possibility
– Time for applied research?
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What needs to change in relation to 
beef & access to markets?  

Three things:
• Mindsets – ISSBs, regional/ national regulatory bodies, trading 

companies/supermarkets & the public
– Not an easy task but not impossible either!

• Standards, especially for products that undergo complex processing 
(not only for beef)
– Role of OIE

• Credible systems for auditing production plants and certification of 
product need to be developed
– Existing approaches are totally inadequate & inappropriate − new 

thinking required! 

Important facts about disease (infection)-free zones (based on the OIE’s
Terrestrial Code):

• They are disease-specific, e.g. specific for FMD

• Borders need to be clearly demarcated

• The animal population within the zone must be clearly separated from 
animal populations outside the zone (different status)

• Entry to zone, including by susceptible wildlife, needs to be strictly 
controlled

• Animals within the zone need to be identified and recorded

Disease Free Zones
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What does a disease-free zone look 
like?

Country X

Requirements:

• All actions in 
mentioned in previous 
slide need to be 
continuously maintained

Disease-
free zone 

for disease 
y

• Importers from high 
value markets will likely 
require independent 
certification, either from 
OIE or other 
independent audit

For adequate control in 
southern Africa, border needs 
to be barrier, e.g. fence (but 
the environmental lobby 
opposes fencing)

Disease-free zones (cont)

• Constant surveillance and biosecurity measures need to be applied 
(for disease in question)

• OIE recognition only possible for FMD, BSE & CBPP (others: self 
declaration)

• Any detection of infection results in immediate loss of the acquired 
status

• Regaining the status is likely to take between 3 months and 2 years

So, establishment & maintenance of disease-free 
zones is difficult, expensive and socially 

disruptive!
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6. MAINSTREAMING LIVESTOCK AND PASTORALISM INTO CAADP 
PILLARS BY DAWIT ABEBE 

 
 

Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa 
(COMESA)

Livestock and Pastoralism Forum

Mainstreaming Livestock and Pastoralism 

Into CAADP Pillars

May 21st , 2008

By 

Dawit Abebe

CamelSheep & 
Goats

CattleCountry

None2,130,0001,800,000Burundi

120,0009,110,0004,500,000Egypt

Common Market for Eastern and 
Southern Africa:  

Livestock Resources

69000978,0002,970,000Djibouti

75,0003,800,0001,950,000Eritrea

2,324,00042,192,74043,124,582Ethiopia

1,057,90019,427,90012,430,300Kenya

47,0005,705,000130,000Libya

None1,903,3439,687,300Madagascar

None2,015,000750,000Malawi

None104,50028,000Mauritius

None1,804,0701,004,100Rwanda

None5,1501400Seychelles

3,908,00092,323,00040,468,000Sudan

None302,000580,000Swaziland

None9,682,0006,973,100Uganda

None1,420,0002,600,000Zambia

None136,00045000Comoros
None4,922,000757,000DRC

None3,610,0005,400,000Zimbabwe

7,600,900201,570,703135,198,782Total(Source: FAOSTAT 2006)
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63697.6 millionCamel
938100 millionSheep

1242101 millionGoats
1054135 millionCattle

World (%)Africa (%)COMESAResources
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World

COMESA Livestock Resource

Contribution of Livestock to National Economy
• COMESA region – on average 36% (10% to 82%) of 

the agricultural GDP. 

4213Zambia
1439Uganda
2713Swaziland
267Sudan
1033Mauritius
3425Malawi
3425Madagascar
4726Kenya
1952Ethiopia
6310Eritrea
82naDjibouti

Livestock % of 
Agricultural GDP

Agriculture GDP 
(% of total GDP) Country

Source: FAOSTAT 
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Livestock and Pastoral Livelihood 

• Livestock is source of livelihood for about 120 million 
pastoralists worldwide

About 18 million reside in COMESA Region 

Own major proportion of the national herd 

19%
25% 28%

98%

10% 11%10%

40%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

Cattle Goats Sheep Camel

COMESA
Africa 

• Important sources of cash through 
sales of milk, live animals and other 
animal products

• Provision of subsistence products 
(milk, blood, and meat)

• Important social and spiritual values 
(bride price, traditional social 
support systems)

In Africa livestock is a vital asset for poor households   
performing multiple roles to satisfy economic, social and 
ecological needs.

Livestock and livelihood: Cont’d
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Why invest in the Livestock and Pastoralism 
in COMESA Region?

939108 million
%World%AfricaCOMESA

Number of poor people
(less than US$ 1 per day)

144376 million
%World%AfricaCOMESA

Number of poor livestock keeper
(WB rural poverty and LID system rates)

70%

(Source: based on 
Thornton et al 2002)

Why invest in the Livestock and Pastoralism in 
COMESA Region?

The ‘Livestock Revolution’
Human population growth
Economic development 
Urbanization

Demand for livestock and livestock products will 
increase, providing an opportunity for poor 
livestock keepers and contribute to poverty 
reduction in Africa.  
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Any attempt to achieve the Millennium 
Development Goal of halving extreme 

poverty therefore needs to include 
Livestock and Pastoralism!

AU/NEPAD/CAADP

• AU and NEPAD have launched CAADP to enhance agricultural 
development, there by to reduce poverty by half by year 2015.

• CAADP – developed four thematic pillars that serve as policy 
frameworks for national and regional programmes. These includes:

Pillar I. Extending the area under sustainable land management 
and reliable water control system;

Pillar II. Improving rural infrastructure and trade-related capacities 
for market access;

Pillar III. Increasing food supply, reducing hunger and improving 
responses to food emergency crises;

Pillar IV. Improving agricultural research, technology dissemination 
and adoption.
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How can Livestock and Pastoralism development  
be addressed through CAADP Pillars ?

Pillar I.  Sustainable land and water management

Main StrategiesKey features

Mobility is the key responses to 
variable, unpredictable and 
dispersed pasture and water 
resources

Natural pastures are:
• Variable from season to season
• Unpredictable from year to year
• Scattered over an area due to variation of 
rainfall in time & space

Controlled access to water points 
through traditional system

Water is the key to pasture utilization and 
management in pastoral areas

What strategies do pastoralists use to manage natural resources?
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• What are the factors affecting sustainable NRM in 
pastoral areas:

Government policies:
introduction of non-pastoral land uses systems:

irrigation schemes
State mechanized farms
national parks and game reserves
Forest reserves 

imposition of land tenure changes: communal to privatization

Sedentarization due to:
Population pressure
Policies and strategies encouraging crop farming
Drought and dependence on food aid 

Weakening of traditional institutions and resource utilization 
system

Conflict

Pillar I.  Cont’d

Pillar I. Cont’d

• What is the impact?

Reduced mobility and resource tracking strategies of 
pastoralists

Prevent access to strategic resources areas (dry 
season grazing; mineral/salt)

Scarcity of, and competition for  natural resources –
resource based conflict

Over exploitation of natural resources    
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What Can be Done? – Policies that:

1. Recognize land rights of pastoralists and pastoral land 
tenure system.

• Mobility of livestock is critical to the productivity of pastoralism 
and efficient management of natural resources in arid and semi-
arid ecological zones. 

2. Strengthen traditional resources use and control system 

3. Integrate traditional natural resource management with 
modern system where possible 

4. Community-based wildlife management system

Pillar I – Cont’d

Pillar II. Improving Rural infrastructure and 
Market Access

Livestock are the main sources of income for 
poor livestock keepers – pay for non-pastoral 
consumer items; school, human and animal 
health services…
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Pillar II. Cont’d

What are the problems constraining market access:

Challenges of compliance to the OIE Code and WTO 
SPS Agreement
Lack of market information (resource and demand)
Lack of infrastructure and facilities (Road, reference 
labs.  Communication, cold chain systems …) 
illegal road taxation 
Non-tariff barriers 
Poor animal health management system
Lack of appropriate transport system &  infrastructure
Multiple taxation system
Limited access to credit and financial services

Pillar II. Cont’d
What is the impact on poor livestock producers?

Lack of access to market and larger traders that pay better 
prices to the livestock will result in negative terms of trade trend 
between livestock prices and cost of expenditure:

Increase in the price of expenditure (grain, other consumer items, 
animal and human health services …etc)
No change in livestock prices

Herders gets less than half of the terminal market price when 
they sell their animals in local market, thus poor herders forced 
to sell a high percentage of their animals

Poverty – effect of terms of trade trend is more felt during the 
drought periods when livestock prices drop sharply and on the 
other hand grain prices increases. 
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Pillar II. Cont’d

What can be done?
Technical and investment

Investment in public infrastructure such as roads, trekking routes and 
water points;  
Promote and provide incentives for private investment in livestock and 
livestock products processing and market facilities 
Improving animal health system specifically addressing disease that are 
impediment to livestock trade
Improve access to information on supply and demand regional level

Policies and institutions
Regional and National level:

Institutional reforms and create capacity to support livestock development
Harmonization of SPS system at regional level
Support and facilitate informal cross-border trade

International level:
Trade harmonization at regional level 
Active participation of States and COMESA at international standards setting 
(OIE and WTO – SPS meetings) and propose changes to or introduce new 
trade standards. 
Explore and promote the use of alternative approaches for trading animal 
products - such as CBT

Pillar III. Increasing food supply, reducing hunger and 
improving responses to food emergency crises

Vulnerability and Risk factors affecting livelihood and food 
security in pastoral areas:

Increasing occurrence and severity of drought, 
Livestock disease epidemics 
Conflict
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Pillar III. Cont’d
What can be done? 

Ensure food security among pastoralists = improve the 
productivity of their assets, i.e., their livestock

Establish appropriate animal health service delivery 
system - privatized and community-based animal health 
delivery system
Maintain mobility – resources tracking strategy 

Drought management strategy:
Early warning and preparedness
Response
Recovery 
Mitigation

Pillar III. Cont’d

Livestock relief intervention:
Destocking (commercial and or slaughter)
Animal health intervention
Emergency feed distribution 
Restocking

Conflict management and mitigation-policies that: 
Recognize and strengthen traditional institutions for 
conflict  management, and link with modern judiciary 
system.

Livelihood diversification
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Pillar IV. Improving agricultural research, 
technology dissemination and adoption.

Undertake study on risks of trade sensitive diseases 
such as RVF – seasonal occurrence, and use the 
evidence for trade negotiation

Dissemination and adoption of Privatized Community-
based animal health delivery system 

Selection and breeding of animals with traits that 
result in more robust, drought and disease resistant 
animals.  

Thank you
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Annexes 
Annex 1.  Lists of Participants 

  Institution Name Responsibility 
Postal 

Address Telephone Cell Phone Fax E-mail 

1 Zambia MACO Benson Mwenya 
Chief Livestock Products 
Officer, MACO 50060,Lusaka 260 211 252024   260 211 252608 

bensonmwenya@hotmail.co
m 

2 Zambia MACO David E Daka 
Deputy Director 
Livestock Dev MACO 50060,Lusaka 260 211 250274 260 96 6 439227 260 211 252608 daviddukakis@yahoo.com 

3 Zambia MACO Peter Sinyangwe 
Director Livestock 
,MACO 50060,Lusaka 260 211 250274   260 211 252608 pgsinyangwe@zamnet.zm 

4 Zambia MACO 
Bernard M 
Siamwanza 

Livestock Farmer, 
MACO 50060,Lusaka   260 97 7 426702   noonskia@yahoo.com 

5 Zambia MACO Young N Vibetti 

Chief Livestock 
Research Officer, 
MACO 50060,Lusaka 260 211 250274   260 211 252608 vibettiyoung@yahoo.com 

6 UNZA Diana Banda UNZA 32379,Lusaka 260 211 295479     dianabanda2004@yahoo.com 

7 RIUP/ZAMBIA Ebbie Dengu 

Development 
Consultant, Tech Dev 
Services Africa   263 4 303885     

denyu870@yahoo.co.uk; 
tdsafrica@comone.co.zw 

8 PACAPS Yacob Aklilu 

Snr Policy Advisor, 
PACAPS/TUFFS 
University 

19449,Addis 
Ababa 251 911 208073   251 116626 333 yaklilu@ethionet.et 

9 PACAPS Francis Chabari 
Chief of Party, 
PACAPS/RELPA 

132500606, 
Nairobi,Kenya 254 20 386 1991   254 20 386 1992 fchabari@pacaps.org 

10 PACAPS Mildred Obadha 
Logistics Coordinator 
PACAPS/RELPA 

132500606, 
Nairobi,Kenya 254 20 386 1991   254 20 737 408488 mobadha@pacaps.org 

11 PROFIT/USIAD Charity Ngoma 
Livestock Coordinator, 
profit-USAID 

307xrw, 
Lusaka   260 97 7 801463 260 211 255502 charity@profit.org.zm 

12 PROFIT/USIAD Michael Field Private Sector     260 97 7 376450   mike@profit.org.zm 
13 UNA-ZAMBIA Lubunda Mambwe Agric Expert     260 97 7 637419   aprising@yahoo.com 

14 ETHIOPIA Hassen Chaka MoARD 
04 Sebeta, 
Ethiopia 251 911 407988   251 11 3380220 hasscha@yahoo.com 

15 
ETHIOPIA 
CAADP Mandefro Wondirad MoARD   

251 911 892637 
/ 251 115 
150478   251 115 512659 

wondirad_mandefro@yahoo.c
om 

16 AU-IBAR Simplice Nouala Chief Animal Resources 
30786,Nairobi,
Kenya 

254 20 
3674000/224   254 20 3674341 nouala.simplice@au-ibar.org 
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  Institution Name Responsibility 
Postal 

Address Telephone Cell Phone Fax E-mail 

17 KENYA/CAADP David Ombalo Otieno 
Chief Agric Officer,Min 
of Agric 

30028 00100 
Nairobi,Kenya 254 733 849334     dombalo@yahoo.com 

18 FAO-IGAD Dil Peeling Livestock Policy 
5536,Addis 
Ababa 251 11 617 2573   251 11 617 2001 d.peeling@cgiar.org 

19 GART Stephen Muliokela 

Executive Director, 
Golden Valley Agric 
Research Trust 50834,Lusaka 

260 211 214718 
/ 213780   260 211 213832 gart@zamnet.zm 

20 GART Girja Shanker Pandey 
Golden Valley Agric 
Research Trust 50834,Lusaka 

260 211 214718 
/ 213780 260 97 7 845718 260 211 292653 pandeygs@gmail.com 

21 USAID 
Walter 
Knausenberger USAID/EA/REGI 

629-00621, 
Nairobi, 
Kenya 254 20 862682/3 254 733896956   waknausenberger@usaid.gov 

22 KANANKTAMPA Benny M Siamwanza N & B Estates Farm     260 97 7 426702   noonskia@yahoo.com 

23 ASERECA Michael Waithaka 
Manager, Policy 
Analysis & Advocacy 

765,Entebbe,
Uganda 256 41 4321780   256 41 4321777 m.waithaka@asaresa.org 

24 FANRPAN  Lindiwe Sibanda Chief Executive Officer 
X813,Silvrton 
0127,Pretoria 27 12 845 9100   27 12 845 9110 i.sibanda@cgiar.org 
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Annex 2.  Regional Livestock and Pastoralism Forum fact sheet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Pastoralism is a predominant means of 
livelihood and production system in the arid 
and semi-arid areas.  It is estimated that the 
arid and semi-arid areas of the Greater Horn of 
Africa (GHA) is home to over 25 million (Kenya 
4 million, Ethiopia 5 million; Uganda 2 million, 
Sudan 7 Million and Somali 7 million) persons 
categorized as pastoralists. 72% of which 
resides with in COMESA region. Economically, 
pastoralism out-performs any alternative land 
use system in drylands. Pastoralism in the 
GHA contributes to more than 23% of the 
COMESA region and 10% of the continent 
livestock production.  
 

Livestock population in Pastoral areas of  
COMESA Region 

Resources Number 
% of 

COMESA 
% of 

Africa  
Cattle 25,930,332 19 10 
Goats 25,392,381 25 10 
Sheep 27,885,499 28 11 
Camel 7,433,900 98 40 

Source: Calculated based on Thornton et al 2002 
 
Besides providing meat, milk, blood, hides and 
skin, pastoralism is the only form of 
employment in arid and semi-arid areas. 
Livestock in addition to full filling nutritional, 
social and cultural needs of the pastoral 
households; significantly contributes to the 
national economy. Pastoral livestock 
production system contributes about 17% to 
58% to the agricultural GDP of the countries in 
the GHA (Uganda – 17%; Ethiopia - 40%; 
Kenya – 50% and Sudan 58%). The meat 

supply from the pastoral production system is
estimated with in a range from 4% to 99%
(Djibouti 99%, Eritrea 52%, Ethiopia 14%,
Kenya 36%, Sudan 46% and Uganda 4%). 
 

 
Livestock is an important foreign currency
earning for most of the countries in the GHA,
for example in Ethiopia and Uganda this
accounts to 10% and 8% respectively. Other
indirect economic contribution of pastoralism
includes tourism (e.g. in Kenya and Uganda it
contributes 12% and 9% of the total GDP
respectively), improvement and sustainable
management of the environment and traction.  
 
The importance of pastoralism as means of
livelihood to millions of poor livestock keepers
in arid and semi-arid areas; its contribution to
national GDP and foreign currency earnings is

COMESA Regional Livestock and Pastoralism Forum 

COMMON MARKET FOR EASTERN AND 
SOUTHERN AFRICA 
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rarely acknowledged by the government.
Instead, pastoralism is subject to a number of 
myths and misunderstandings which led to 
inappropriate development policies and 
interventions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Consequently, governments failed to invest 
and develop pastoral production system in arid 
and semi-arid areas. As a result pastoralists in 
this part of the region characterized by low 
household incomes socio-economically 
marginalised and suffer effects from frequent 
droughts that make the populations perpetually 
dependent on emergency assistance.  
 
AU/NEPAD has designed a Comprehensive 
African Agricultural Development Programme 
(CAADP) as a strategic framework for boosting 
agricultural productivity and economic growth, 
there by to cut poverty in half by year 2015. 
 
In the world around 560 million livestock 
keepers live in extreme poverty, of which 
around 40 million are pastoralists / agro-
pastoralists with the incidence of poverty 
reaching around 30 percent, which is the 
highest compared to the other livestock 
production system.    
 

 
 
With out appropriate investment and 
development intervention in the drylands it is 

difficult to achieve the set poverty reduction 
goal. In order to reduce poverty level in 
pastoral areas it requires recognition of policy 
support and investment in mobile livestock 
production as the most viable and sustainable 
system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Myths and Misunderstanding of Pastoralism 
 
• Pastoralism is an archaic form of production, 

whose time has passed and needs to be 
modernized. Pastoralism has very low 
productivity – sedentary cattle raising is more 
productive than mobile systems.  Research 
shows that mobile pastoral system has 3-10 
times the economic return per hectare than 
ranching system under similar condition. 

 
• Mobility is inherently backward, unnecessary, 

chaotic and disruptive. Pastoral mobility is a 
rational response to the scattered and uncertain 
distribution of natural resources. Movement 
allows efficient use of natural resources, and is 
a sophisticated adaptation to the challenges of 
uncertain and harsh environment. It has also 
economic and social reasons. 

 
• Most rangelands are degraded as a result of 

pastoral overgrazing. Grazing like other uses, 
may cause a change in the plant species 
composition of rangelands, but evidence of 
widespread rangeland degradation under 
pastoral grazing is not strong.  

 
Danger of overgrazing and rangeland 
degradation is evident in areas where livestock 
concentrate such as permanent settlement 
areas, water points  

 
• Pastoralism contributes little to national 

economy. The economic contribution of 
extensive nomadic pastoral livelihood systems 
to GDP and exports is high. However, these 
benefits are not captured in the national 
statistics, and aggregated to other livestock 
production system. 

 
• All conflicts are caused by pastoralists. 

Conflict are often due to policies that support 
different land uses system such as irrigation,  
opportunistic farming, settlement, 
establishment of national parks at the expense 
of traditional pastoral land use system.  

 
Source: Pastoralism and mobility in the drylands.  The 
Global Drylands Imperative, UNDP  
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It is  p redicted that in  A frica grow th in  the 
consum ption  and production  of m eat, and m ilk 
fa r exceeded other deve loping reg ions. 
C onsequently, the  livestock  R evolution 
presents m ajor opportunity for livestock-driven 
poverty reduction in  A frica. 
 
In  light o f this fact under C AADP  P illar III, 
C O M ESA  w ill develop a reg ional policy on food 
security in  pastoralis t areas. In  order to  start the 
developm ent o f th is policy, C O M E SA  is w orking 
w ith  various stakeholders. 
 
A n early action  of th is in itia tive sta rted under 
the R egional E nhanced Live lihoods in  Pastoral 
A reas (R ELP A ) program m e im p lem ented in 
pastoral areas of GH A .   
 
C O M ESA  w ill set up  a R egional L ivestock  and 
P astoralism  Forum  that w ill serve as the broad, 
consulta tive en tity th rough w hich C O M E SA can 
benefit from  the w ide d ivers ity o f actors and 
experiences re la ted to  pastoralism  and 
livestock deve lopm ent in  the reg ion. 
C onsulta tion w ith  these actors should info rm  
the policy p rocess under a ll C AAD P pilla rs as it 
re la tes to  arid  and sem i-arid  areas, and m ore 
specifica lly pastoralism  food security po licy 
process under P illa r III.  
 
The forum  w ould be convened by C O M ESA 
and the  secretaria t support cou ld  be  provided 
by P astoral A rea C oord ination, A na lysis, Policy 
S upport (P ACA PS ) – one com ponent o f R ELP , 
in  the short-term , w ith  C O M ESA  taking over 
a fter PAC APS .  
 
Specific TO R  of the Forum  
 
•  P rovide C O M ES A w ith inform ation on 

pastoralism  and livestock  issues, and 
stakeholder opinions on priorities fo r 
reg ional policy developm ent  

 
•  P rovide a fo rum  th rough w hich  C O M ESA 

can propose po licy and program m ing 
op tions, and seek feedback from  
stakeholders on the re levance and likely 
im pact o f such options     

 
The design o f the  forum : 
 
•  Forum  m eetings should be  ta rgeted at 

specific issues and a im  to provide 
C O M ESA  w ith  insigh ts and inform ation on 
the issue in  question. It fo llows that the 
com position  of the forum  shou ld be 

stra teg ic and w ill vary accord ing to the topic 
o f a  particu lar forum  m eeting e .g . a  forum  
dealing  w ith  cross-border trade should  bring 
together S takeholders dealing  w ith  or 
experienced on cross-border trade issues. 

 
 
•  D espite the need for flexib ility outlined 

above, the  forum  could  com prise  a  g roup of 
core actors. In  addition to  C O M E SA  itse lf, 
these actors m ight be other re levant A frican 
organiza tions (e .g . AU , IG AD , E AC , regional 
trade associa tions or s im ilar) p lus key 
developm ent partners (e .g . donors w ith 
particular in terest in  or com m itm ent to 
livestock and pastora lism  –  U SA ID  EU , 
A fDB , D FID , S ID A ). UN  agencies such as 
FA O , U N D P , U N -OC H A , w ould a lso be 
invited  as appropria te .  The core  group 
should be sm all and m anageable.  
 

•  C O M ESA  has identified a particular need to 
engage representatives of pastoralis t 
com m unities and private sector stakeholders 
in  policy d ia logue 

 
 

The issues to  be addressed in  forum  m eetings 
w ould be identified in  consulta tion w ith 
stakeho lders, as would the  com position of the 
forum  fo r specific  issues in  question.  
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Annex 3.  Livestock and Pastoralism: Policy Brief on Commodity-based Trade  

 
COMMON MARKET FOR EASTERN AND  

SOUTHERN AFRICA 
 

  
 

Livestock and Pastoralism 
 

Policy Briefing Paper No. 01, May 2008 
 

 
The problem 
 
• Current  international standards govern trade in livestock products from the 

perspective of preventing the spread of major animal diseases such as foot-and-
mouth disease (FMD) 

 
• These standards are described in the Terrestrial Animal Health Code of the World 

Animal Health Organisation (OIE) – the ‘OIE Code’. 
 
• The principle followed by the OIE Code is 

that safe trade in livestock products can 
only be ensured if livestock are reared in 
areas which are free of important diseases. 
These areas can be countries or zones 
within countries, or certain large farms 
which are free of infections, called 
‘compartments’. 

 
• Disease freedom requires disease 

eradication – but Africa has numerous 
livestock diseases and due to economic and environmental factors, there is little 
chance of eradicating many of these diseases. Control of diseases by conventional 
methods e.g. by fencing, is also problematic in many countries, expensive and 
difficult to sustain. 

 
What is ‘commodity-based trade’? 
• The key issue affecting safe trade in livestock products is not the area of origin of 

the product, but the characteristics of the product itself. 
• If livestock products are derived from healthy animals and processed, the risk of 

spreading any disease can be reduced to an acceptable level for international 
trade. At the same time, the processing creates benefits such as local employment.  

• The commodity-based approach is science-based and risk-based, and it applies 
globally – to both developing and industrialised regions of the world.

 
Commodity-based Trade in Livestock Products 

 
New opportunities for livestock trade for the COMESA region 

 
• Commodity-based trade accords with the strictest principles of human food safety – any and all 

diseases animals are excluded as potential sources of human food 
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The commodity-based approach to standards and trade  
 
Imagine that you wish to export a mango to Brazil. Assume that the Brazilian authorities will 
not allow importation of mangoes due to a serious disease which affects the mango stone. 
So instead of exporting the whole mango, you remove the stone from a healthy mango and 
export only the mango flesh. The processed mango flesh is certified as presenting an 
acceptable level of risk. This is a commodity-based approach. It does not require your 
country to eradicate the mango disease from its territory in order to trade safely in mango 
flesh. 

 
Now apply this thinking to beef. Although your cattle might be reared in an area affected by 
FMD, most cattle do not carry the infection. In any carcass the FMD virus, if present, is not 
found in muscle tissue (i.e. beef) that is properly matured. By removing the bones and lymph 
nodes from the beef, the risk of that beef containing FMD virus is decisively reduced. From a 
scientific perspective you should be able to export this meat. However, the OIE Code 
specifies that not only should be meat be processed as outlined above, but the cattle should 
be also reared in an area which can be confirmed free of FMD. In other words, the OIE and 
important trading countries do not recognize the commodity-based principle. As a result, 
African livestock producers have limited access to regional or international high-value 
markets.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Commodity-based trade – some common myths 
 
As thinking on commodity-based trade has evolved, some common misunderstandings among 
stakeholders are: 
 
Myth 1: ‘Commodity-based trade includes products from sick livestock’  
This is not true. The commodity-based approach omits sick animals from the marketing chain. 
It specifies that only products from healthy animals should be used. The usual forms of 
quarantining and screening can be used to ensure that only healthy animals are slaughtered 
or milked. 
 
Myth 2: ‘If we don’t eradicate diseases, there is no role for veterinary services?  
Government veterinary services are crucial to support commodity-based trade. Such trade 
requires risk analysis on livestock products, the identification of critical control points to 
enhance product safety, certification of products and various other activities. Most importantly, 
disease control is still needed to reduce the impacts of diseases at household level and 
improve production.  
 
Myth 3: ‘The OIE Code already covers trade in animal commodities’ 
The fundamental approach of the OIE, and the way the Code is structured, assumes that 
diseases not commodities should be the focus of standard setting. Standards for trade in 
livestock commodities are not user-friendly – in the case of most processed products there are 
not standards at all. 
 
Myth 4: ‘The commodity-based approach is not scientific’ 
There is a mass of published scientific information which explains how different types of 
processing of livestock products reduces or eliminates pathogens. This information has been 
in the public domain for decades.   
 
Myth 5: ‘The commodity-based approach is the only approach’ 
The commodity-based approach should be viewed as an option for COMESA member states 
to use. It does exclude the use of compartments or fenced areas. However, it does provide a 
means to add value to products at source, and a route for smaller or poorer farmers to access 
more lucrative markets 
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Do African institutions support the commodity-based approach? 
 
The commodity-based approach to trade in livestock products evolved within the African Union 
in 2004. The concept is supported in various continent-wide and regional policy documents such 
as: 
 
• The recommendations of the AU Experts 

of Agriculture Meeting, February 2008 
• The recommendations of the COMESA 

Fifth Meeting of the Ministers of 
Agriculture, March 2008 

• The recommendations of the East 
African Community Secretariat Meeting 
on Experts of Livestock Trade and 
Marketing in East Africa, April 2008 

 
In addition, in late April 2008 the AU 
Department for Rural Economy Agriculture 
convened an Expert Panel on Commodity-based Livestock Trade.   
 
 
The AU Expert Panel on Livestock Commodity-based Livestock Trade 
April-May 2008 
 
Expert participants: 

 SADC representative and former President of the OIE FMD and Other Epizootics 
Commission 

 Director of Veterinary Services, Zimbabwe and Member of the OIE Code Commission
 Director of the Botswana Meat Commission and former Director of Veterinary 

Services, Botswana 
 Director of Public Health, Mali and Member of the Codex Alimentarius Secretariat 
 Director of Veterinary Services Northern Cape Province, South Africa and President 

of the South African Veterinary Council 
 Former Research and Marketing Director for Tesco UK 
 Director of Veterinary Services, Nigeria 
 PACAPS Project, Tufts University 

 
This panel re-affirmed the need for the AU to support changes to the OIE Code, and for 
accelerated, concerted action by African governments and regional organizations. The results 
of their deliberations are to be published by the AU-DREA in May 2008. 
 
What needs to be done? 
 

 Ministries of Agriculture and 
Livestock in the COMESA region 
need to raise awareness of the 
commodity-based approach to 
livestock trade both internally within 
their own departments, and 
externally with key private sector 
investors and civil society actors in 
each country.  
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 Improved understanding of the approach and dialogue with stakeholders at national level 

should lead to a stated official position on commodity-based trade. These positions will 
be harmonized by COMESA, and articulated to the OIE by Chief Veterinary Officers. 

 
 The commodity-based approach can be applied in the COMESA region, if countries 

agree to test the approach through pilot trials. Such testing would generate further 
evidence and lessons learned, and would show that commodity-based trade was 
appropriate and safe. 

 
 COMESA will work with member states to analyze the implication of commodity-based 

livestock trade on the current food crisis and rising food prices.   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

For further information please contact: 
 
Dr. Cris Muyunda 
COMESA Senior Agricultural Advisor and Overall CAADP Coordinator 
30051, Ben Bella Road, Lusaka, Zambia 
Tel: +260 211… 
E-mail: cmuyunda@comesa.int 
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COMESA Regional Livestock and Pastoralism Forum meeting 
May 21st, 2008 

Venue Taj Pamodzi, Lusaka 
 

Draft Agenda 
 

TIME 
 

TOPICS 
 

Facilitator / Chair 
 

PRESENTER 
08:30 – 
09:00 

REGISTRATION Catherine / Mildred  

 
 
09:00 – 
09:15 
 

OPENING SESSION 
 
Welcome and introduction of 
participants 
 
 

 
 
Dr. Cris Muyunda 

 
 
 
 
 

 
09.15 - 09.30 
  
 
 

 
OPENING REMARKS  
 
 

 
Acting secretary 
General   
 

 
 

 
9:30           –  
10:00 

 
Official Opening Speech. 

 
Dr. Cris Muyunda 

 
Mrs. Sarah Saifwanda 
Minister of Agriculture 
and Cooperatives, GRZ   
 

 
10:00         - 
10:30 

 
Back ground: CAADP 

  
Dr. Cris Muyunda 
 

 
10:30 – 
11:00 

 
COFFEE BREAK 

 
11.00 – 
11.30 

 
Overview of Regional Enhanced 
Livelihoods in Pastoralists 
Areas 

(RELPA) 
 

 
Dr. Cris Muyunda 

 
Dr. Walter 
Knausenberger 

 
11.30 – 
12:00 

 
COMESA Regional Livestock 
and Pastroralism Forum: 
• Objectives 
• Objectives fitting into 

CAADP  
    Pillar 3 strategy 

 
Dr. Cris Muyunda 

 
Dr. Angel E. Daka  

 
 
12:00 – 
12.30 

 
 
Commodity-based Livestock 
trade (CBT) 

 
 
Dr. Cris Muyunda 

 
 
Yacob Aklilu 

 
12.30 – 
13:00 

 
Discussion Session on CBT 

 
Dr. Cris Muyunda 
 

 

 
13:00 - 14:30 

 
LUNCH   BREAK 
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14.30 – 
15:00 

 
Mainstreaming Livestock & 
Pastoralism into CAADP Pillars 
  

 
Dr. Walter 
Knausenberger 

 
Dawit Abebe 

 
15.00 – 
15.30 

 
Constituting the RLPF and 
agreeing on TOR, Process of 
identifying agenda and 
organizing a meeting for the  
forum   

 
Dr. Walter 
Knausenberger 

 
Francis Chabari 

15.30 – 
16:00 

COFFEE BREAK 

 
16:00 – 
16:30 

 
Discussion and 
Recommendation on the way 
forward  

 
Dr. Cris Muyunda 

 
 

16.30   Closure of the meeting Dr Chungu Mwila Dr Chungu Mwila 

 
17.00 

 
RECEPTION 
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